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in the official communication with john deere, the agricultural machinery manufacturer sent drivers
in december. he said that the company has implemented the required in the updated version of the
service program to limit the possibility of unauthorized access to its computers and programs. the

company said that the owners of the tractor or the company in charge of the vehicle will not be able
to follow the functions of the software on the grounds that they violated the non-disclosure

agreement. at the underground forums, the researchers also hacked versions of the john deere
electronic data link drivers. these drivers are used to communicate with the tractor. the hackers

managed to decrypt the connection, and then create the necessary tools for communication with the
tractor. if the tractor comes without the connection, it can not communicate. the drivers also allow
communication with the tractor on the mobile network and are used to check the engine, chassis,
cab, and injectors. they can turn off the steering, turn up and down the volume, and allow heat to

save fuel. they can also turn on and off the automatic transmission, and also access the cab and talk
to the human. john deere payload files: these are the files that specifically program certain parts of

the vehicle. the hackers managed to determine the parts of the vehicle and order program files,
which can fine-tune the engine, chassis, and cab for instance. john deere electronic data link drivers:
this is software that allows a computer to talk to the tractor. the edl is the required interface which
allows the service advisor laptop to actually communicate with the tractor controllers, the source

said.
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